VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED TRAINING
PERSONAL MASTERY (2 DAYS)
A Specialised Kwelanga Training Programme
INTRODUCTION
Personal mastery is foundational to human growth and maturity and affects both individual and team
performance. It requires support staff, team leaders and managers to assess and apply the knowledge of
themselves to understand, motivate and manage people often within situations of conflict and interpersonal
differences.
Personal mastery involves seeing objective reality and aligning our subjective values with
principles. Principles are guidelines for human conduct that are self-evident and have proven to have
enduring value. Aligning personal values with these enduring principles result in inward strength of character,
genuine caring, serving and increased productivity.
“Sustained superior performance comes from focusing on achieving results and building capacity”, says
Stephen Covey. This interactive workshop teaches the key principles of success and productivity through
personal mastery practice, using skills and steps that need to be consistently applied to positively change
personal performance and that of others.
The knowledge can transform personal and working environments to create successful organisations and the
people within them and can be used in a personal way or as an aspect of organisational growth and
development. This two day programme will enable delegates to build better relationships, create balanced
healthy lifestyles, and increase their productivity and effectiveness as individuals and team members.

REFERENCES
“Made me realise that I need to redefine my values & I’ll be taking my power back (I gave it away in
my personal life).” ~ Eliza Hugo (Sasfin Premier Logistics)
“Helped me give some thought to what my purpose, my passions, values are and how these need to
be aligned to what I do daily.” ~ Itumeleng Monagens (Deloitte)
“I always doubted myself as far as realising my dreams and acting on making them real. I am ready
to redefine and reinvent myself & my goals.” ~ Refilwe Miller (Road Accident Fund)
“Trainer’s ability to deliver a course with relevant material and extremely good execution.” ~ V. Himraj
(Robert Bosch)
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WHAT THIS COURSE CAN DO FOR YOU…
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of self to strengthen performance
Understand the principles of creating personal power and self-mastery
Build a personal development plan for performance through the right thought, belief and action
Identify your strengths, value and purpose for yourself and the organisation
Deal with conflict and interpersonal differences through greater personality awareness
Motivate self and others through positive attitudes and environments
Apply the principles of success in a practical business context

TARGET AUDIENCE
All individuals who have a curious mind, are successful, would like to become more so and are committed to
the continuous improvement of everything they do. Those that seek to:
▪
▪
▪
▪

realise more of their potential
improve their personal performance
become better team members
become a meaningful part of their organisations

COURSE CONTENT
Personal Mastery A Journey
▪ Defining Personal Mastery and its role in personal and business success
▪ Understanding why it is foundational self and leadership growth and maturity
▪ Identifying the creative capacity and productivity of Creative Tension
▪ The role of discipline, habits and coaching as aids to your growth
▪ Undertaking your SWOT analysis to explore your potential
My Values
▪ Understanding how our beliefs and values impact our decisions
▪ How values guide and direct individual and organisational behaviour
▪ Identifying your personal values and principles
▪ The impact of choice and how the quality of your choices shapes your future success
My Past
▪ How our past and beliefs affect the way we think and limit what we can achieve
▪ How to change our self-talk so that it is inspiring and productive
▪ Experiencing how our perceptions guide our decision making
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My Present
▪ Understanding the need for emotional intelligence skills
▪ Personality styles; understanding yourself and others which leads to more effective interaction and
more productive relationships
▪ How everything rises and falls with attitude; the components of a success attitude
▪ Personal power, increasing our ability to take action and produce results
▪ Undertaking your SWOT analysis to identify and grow your personal power
▪ Defining Fear and transforming it into power
Work / Life Balance
▪ The energy dynamics of performing at your best, and identifying your energy leaks & drains
▪ The balanced model approach to optimal performance
- Self / Relationships - knowledge of self and interaction with others is the glue to life
- Health & Wellness - sustainable optimal performance comes through awareness
- Mental Intellect - exercise and challenges stops mental aging and decline
- Spiritual / Purpose - creating a values driven life
- Return on Investment - in both financial and non-financial terms
▪ The importance of Optimal Health and the laws of health that we need to work with
▪ Understanding how stress impacts us and those around us and how to manage it more effectively
Personal Productivity
▪ Personal intent, sustaining superior performance through goals, planning and building capacity
▪ Establishing priorities and leveraging the 80/20 rule and Ivy Lee method
▪ Gauging your time and increasing productivity through time blocking and daily scheduling
▪ Maximising your productivity through a personal effectiveness checklist
Personal Perspective
▪ Faster results through gratitude and appreciation
▪ Why happiness is necessary for productivity
Personal Mission
▪ Creating a written summation of what you are and what you want to do, which will then help activate
power that will move you towards fulfilling your goals and aspirations
Personal Vision
▪ Identifying and crafting a practical and inspiring personal vision statement that reflects your values
and your aspirations
▪ Creating a work/career vision statement the reflects your personal vision and values so as to ensure
future business clarity and focus
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Personal Development Plan
▪ Assessing the overall balance and integration of all aspects of life in order to live and achieve your
vision, manage stress and lead happier lives
▪ The power of goals and identifying the performance barriers that may be hindering them
▪ Creating value driven action and daily habits plans to attain the performance goals identified
▪ The power of accountability and how you can use it as a tool to push yourself into action and growth
▪ Why happiness is necessary for productivity
▪ Accountability Log - how to shorten the cycle of growing your Personal Mastery when you are
accountable to others
Personal Accountability & Commitment Plan

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED TRAINING
Participants “attend” virtual classroom training, through the Zoom on-line platform, without having to travel to
and from the classroom each day. Courses are divided into several shorter sessions to minimise operational
disruptions and improve knowledge retention.
Training is facilitated in real-time, providing the benefit of hands on learning. Delegates interact with the
facilitator and each other, as with any other classroom experience. This allows for a cooperative learning
environment, where participants can share knowledge, engage in positive discussions and work together.
Benefits of Virtual Instructor-Led Training
Virtual training provides flexibility to both the client/delegate and facilitator.
Delegates are active participants rather than relying entirely on the instructor.
Virtual training is conducive to a more fluid exchange of ideas, focused real-life scenarios and an
intensified level of engagement.
Information is shared through video, documents, and written notes with learners in real-time.
Delegates who have internet connection can learn at anytime and anywhere through virtual learning
or through recorded videos.
Delegates can participate in discussions and ask questions at any time.
Breakout rooms allow delegates to work in groups and complete activities in teams which allows for
a rich interactive experience.
Access to expert facilitators who may otherwise be unable to visit workplaces due to
unforeseen circumstances.
Use of slides and video clips enhances virtual learning.
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POST COURSE ASSISTANCE
“Contact the Coach” – Bridging Learning for Business Results
We offer a continued learning relationship providing FREE access to post course
support to embed the knowledge gained. Our advisors are subject matter experts in
each area of specialisation. Delegates can “Contact the Coach” for support,
information or assistance with additional questions regarding the application of theory
covered during the course.

Personal Accountability & Commitment Plan
Kwelanga is determined to promote and encourage accountability and behaviour change once delegates
return to the work place. A Personal Accountability & Commitment Plan is therefore included in each course
presented.
Facilitators will guide delegates through the recording of action plan items and will encourage them to show
their Personal Post Course Accountability & Commitment Plan to their up-line on their return to work so
accountability is created. This tool will also be useful for monthly one-on-one development discussions.

On-Line Knowledge Hub
All delegates attending Kwelanga Training courses have FREE
access to post course on-line resources. Up-to-date, convenient
and easily accessible information, relevant to the programme
attended, is available. Tools include case studies, articles,
exercises and other valuable information which will reinforce course
content and assist in transferring knowledge and skills to the
workplace.

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU …
Kwelanga Training’s Commitment
To develop and inspire each individual to be the best that they can be.
To assist clients in the transfer of skills and positive behaviour change.

For more information contact us on:
Email: info@kwelangatraining.co.za
Johannesburg: +27 11 704 0720 | Cape Town: +27 21 683 4084
Durban: +27 31 266 2808 | Port Elizabeth: +27 41 368 1500
Website: www.kwelangatraining.co.za
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